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Disentangling Prosody Representations
with Unsupervised Speech Reconstruction

Leyuan Qu, Taihao Li, Member, IEEE, Cornelius Weber, Theresa Pekarek-Rosin,
Fuji Ren, Senior Member, IEEE and Stefan Wermter, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Human speech can be characterized by different
components, including semantic content, speaker identity and
prosodic information. Significant progress has been made in
disentangling representations for semantic content and speaker
identity in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and speaker
verification tasks respectively. However, it is still an open
challenging research question to extract prosodic information
because of the intrinsic association of different attributes, such
as timbre and rhythm, and because of the need for unsupervised
training schemes to achieve robust large-scale and speaker-
independent ASR. The aim of this paper is to address the
disentanglement of emotional prosody from speech based on
unsupervised reconstruction. Specifically, we identify, design, im-
plement and integrate three crucial components in our proposed
speech reconstruction model Prosody2Vec: (1) a unit encoder that
transforms speech signals into discrete units for semantic content,
(2) a pretrained speaker verification model to generate speaker
identity embeddings, and (3) a trainable prosody encoder to
learn prosody representations. We first pretrain the Prosody2Vec
representations on unlabelled emotional speech corpora, then
fine-tune the model on specific datasets to perform Speech Emo-
tion Recognition (SER) and Emotional Voice Conversion (EVC)
tasks. Both objective (weighted and unweighted accuracies) and
subjective (mean opinion score) evaluations on the EVC task
suggest that Prosody2Vec effectively captures general prosodic
features that can be smoothly transferred to other emotional
speech. In addition, our SER experiments on the IEMOCAP
dataset reveal that the prosody features learned by Prosody2Vec
are complementary and beneficial for the performance of widely
used speech pretraining models and surpass the state-of-the-art
methods when combining Prosody2Vec with HuBERT represen-
tations. Some audio samples can be found on our demo website1.

Index Terms—Prosody disentanglement, speech emotion recog-
nition, emotional voice conversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN speech contains rich information, which in-
cludes semantic content (what is spoken), speaker iden-

tity (who is speaking), and prosodic information (how is it
spoken). Among them, prosody plays an important role in
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characterizing speaking styles, emotional states, and social
intentions. Most importantly, humans express and perceive
emotions via various prosodic cues, for instance, sad speech
often comes along with a low speaking rate, and angry emotion
is usually accompanied by a raised pitch. According to Charles
Darwin [1], emotions are instinctive and present not only
in humans in similar forms but also in many other species.
Human infants can understand adults’ emotions even without
language skills [2]. Therefore, enabling machines to capably
recognize, understand and convey emotions is one of the
crucial steps to achieving true artificial intelligence.

Learning meaningful prosodic representations has gained
attention in recent years. Attention-enhanced Connectionist
Temporal Classification (CTC) [3] and attention pooling [4]
are utilized to dynamically capture useful temporal informa-
tion for Speech Emotion Recognition (SER). Additionally,
deep belief networks [5] and continuous wavelet transform [6]
are utilized to learn prosodic features for Emotional Voice
Conversion (EVC). However, model performance is greatly
limited due to the lack of large-scale and high-quality emo-
tional speech corpora.

Hence, disentangling prosodic information with unsuper-
vised learning has been a promising direction, which includes
Text-to-Speech (TTS) based style learning, such as automati-
cally discovering expressive styles with global style tokens [7].
Moreover, an information bottleneck is used to control the
information flow by careful design, such as in SpeechFlow [8].
In addition, mutual information loss is adopted to purify
prosody representations, such as in a mutual information
neural estimator [9]. However, unsupervised methods usually
require a well-trained Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system to decompose semantic content from speech. It is chal-
lenging to train a qualified ASR model with good performance,
especially on emotional speech, since creating massive labeled
corpora is time- and cost-consuming.

Another method is based on self-supervised learning by
leveraging a large amount of unlabeled speech data. Chen
et al. [10] propose WavLM and achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance by fine-tuning the pretrained model on SER tasks.
Nevertheless, the self-supervised learning models are mostly
trained with mask prediction, similar to BERT [11], which
leads the model to focus more on semantic content and
local variations but neglect non-verbal and global information.
Psychologists [12] found that the superior temporal gyrus—the
site of the auditory association cortex—is more activated by
longer audio, which reveals that humans tend to perceive
emotions with long-term cues. Hence, it is critical to capture
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global or long-term prosodic changes.
The recent self-supervised model HuBERT [13] integrates

quantization into pretraining, where, instead of directly pre-
dicting the masked low-level acoustic features, HuBERT treats
clustered Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) fea-
tures or clustered intermediate layer outputs by k-means as
training targets. It has been proven that the quantization pro-
cedure can successfully filter non-verbal information, such as
prosodic information [14] and speaker identity [15]. Inspired
by the above findings, we propose Prosody2Vec which does
not require any human annotations and reconstructs emotional
speech in an unsupervised fashion by conditioning on three
information flows: (1) a unit encoder which is based on the
pretrained HuBERT model to filter paralinguistic information
and preserve only semantic content, (2) a pretrained Speaker
Recognition (SR) model to generate speaker identity embed-
dings, and (3) a trainable prosody encoder to learn prosody
representations.

Previous works, for instance, NANSY [16] and Speech-
Flow [8], perform controllable or fine-grained speech synthesis
by factorizing detailed prosodic attributes, such as pitch and
rhythm. Instead of disentangling individual attributes, we aim
to learn prosodic representations that reflect the combined
effect of different prosodic attributes. Additionally, current
speech representation models, e.g. HuBERT, focus more on
local semantics modeling on a millisecond time scale, which
results in an incapacity to represent long-term information.
However, the production and perception of emotion usually
require a relatively long, second-level time scale [17]. In
this paper, our goal is to capture global or utterance-level
variations, which are complementary to the semantic repre-
sentations learned by speech representation models.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1) We propose a novel model, Prosody2Vec, to learn
prosody information from speech, which requires neither
emotion labels nor transcribed speech for robust ASR
system building.

2) The SER results on the IEMOCAP dataset reveal
that, after pretraining with large-scale unlabelled data,
Prosody2Vec can successfully capture prosody vari-
ations, which is complementary to the widely used
speech pretraining models, such as Wav2Vec2 [18] and
HuBERT. We surpass the state-of-the-art method when
combining Prosody2Vec with HuBERT.

3) We conduct subjective and objective evaluations on
EVC tasks. The experimental results demonstrate that
Prosody2Vec can effectively convert a given emotional
reference into any speech utterance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews some related work on prosody disentanglement, SER
and EVC. Section III details the proposed Prosody2Vec archi-
tecture. We introduce the used datasets, Prosody2Vec pretrain-
ing, and evaluate our proposed method on SER, and EVC tasks
in Section IV. Some potential applications, such as, zero-shot
emotional, speaking, and singing style transfer, are presented
in Section V. We conclude and summarize the results of this
paper in Section VI.

II. EXISTING RESEARCH METHODS

In this section, we briefly review related work on prosody
disentanglement, speech emotion recognition, and emotional
voice conversion.

A. Prosody Disentanglement

Prosody disentanglement aims to decompose different
acoustic or phonetic speech attributes, such as pitch, timbre,
rhythm, intonation, loudness, and tempo. Current approaches
can be mainly divided into three parts: (1) TTS-based style
learning, (2) information bottleneck [19], and (3) mutual
information loss.

TTS-based methods force additional attribute encoders to
provide prosodic information when transforming text se-
quences into speech signals. Skerry-Ryan et al. [20] integrate
an encoder module into the Tacotron [20] TTS system to
capture meaningful variations of prosody and successfully
perform speaking style transfer. Subsequently, Wang et al.
[7] introduce “global style tokens” to automatically discover
expressive styles.

The basic idea of information bottleneck approaches is to
control the information flow by carefully designing appropriate
bottlenecks. AutoVC [21] adopts a properly tuned autoen-
coder as the information bottleneck to force the model to
disentangle linguistic content and speaker identity with self-
reconstruction. SpeechFlow [8] extends the AutoVC model
by constraining the dimension of representations and adding
randomly sampled noise to blindly split content, pitch, timbre,
and rhythm from speech. However, bottlenecks need to be
carefully designed and are sensitive to the dimension of latent
space.

The use of mutual information loss is minimizing informa-
tion redundancy between different attributes. To allow more
precise control over different speech attributes, Kumar et al.
[22] formulate a modified Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE)
loss function to penalize the similarity between different
attribute representations. Weston et al. [23] introduce a self-
supervised contrastive model that adopts product quantization
to disentangle non-timbral prosodic information from raw
audio.

Different from the aforementioned approach, in this paper,
we aim to disentangle a global prosody representation from
speech instead of factorizing detailed attributes for control-
lable or fine-grained speech synthesis. Different from speech
synthesis, emotion recognition, and conversion tasks rely more
on prosody representations that reflect the combined effect of
different prosodic attributes.

B. Speech Emotion Recognition

In this paper, we only review the recent work on cate-
gorical emotion classification. Advanced models and methods
are proposed to overcome the bottleneck caused by limited
emotional speech corpora. Lakomkin et al. [24] utilize fine-
tuning methods and progressive networks [25] to transfer ASR
representations to emotion classification. In addition, attention-
enhanced Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [3] and
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Fig. 1. The architecture of Prosody2Vec. During training, the weights in U2V, prosody encoder, attention module and the decoder are updated, while the unit
encoder and the speaker encoder are frozen. The model receives two different mel-spectrograms as inputs and aims to reconstruct a mel-spectrogram similar
to the one fed into unit encoder.

attention pooling [4] are utilized to dynamically weigh the
contribution of temporal changes in an utterance. Furthermore,
different multi-task architectures are designed to learn more
generalized features. For instance, building SER models with
both discrete and continual labels [26], integrating naturalness
prediction as an auxiliary task [27], and exploiting secondary
emotion labels by the perceptual evaluation of annotators after
aggregating them [28].

Inspired by the success of self-supervised pretraining in
ASR tasks, researchers directly utilize pretrained speech rep-
resentations for SER, such as attempting different fine-tuning
strategies [29]. However, modern speech representation models
focus more on local variations or semantic information but
rarely take emotional or prosodic cues into account. In this
paper, we propose to adopt unsupervised pretraining to cap-
ture global prosodic information at an utterance level, which
is complementary to the widely used speech representation
models, such as Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT.

C. Emotional Voice Conversion

The EVC task aims to convert a speaker’s speech from
one emotion to another while preserving semantic contents
and speaker identities. Typically, parallel data is required to
perform frame-to-frame mapping. Şişman et al. [30] utilize
continuous wavelet transforms to map source and target audios
on the side of F0, energy contour, and duration. Subsequently,
deep belief networks and deep neural networks are used
to build mel-cepstral coefficients and F0 mappings respec-
tively [5]. Frame-to-frame methods assume the same utterance
length between input and generated speech. However, different
emotions are conveyed with various segments or syllable
duration, and it is unreasonable to restrict different emotional
speech utterances to have the same duration. In addition,
collecting parallel emotional datasets is expensive and time
demanding.

To tackle the above issues, different models using nonparal-
lel data are thereby proposed. For instance, Cycle Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [31] and StarGANs [32] are
used to predict spectrum and prosody mappings. Besides,

Zhou et al. [33] propose a sequence-to-sequence framework, in
which TTS and SER tasks are jointly trained with EVC. Zhou
et al. [34] propose Emovox to control fine-grained emotional
intensity by integrating intensity and emotion classification
into EVC training. Nonetheless, these systems usually rely on
additional annotations, such as emotion labels, text transcrip-
tions, and speech intensities. Different from the current EVC
methods, we conduct EVC experiments with unsupervised
emotional speech reconstruction, which requires neither paired
speech nor additional labels.

III. PROSODY2VEC ARCHITECTURE

To leverage disentangled semantic content by the quanti-
zation procedure in HuBERT, we propose Prosody2Vec, as
shown in Fig. 1, which consists of four crucial modules: a unit
encoder, a speaker encoder, a prosody encoder, and a decoder.
We detail each module in the following subsections.

A. Unit Encoder
The unit encoder is used to filter speaker identity and

prosodic information from the input mel-spectrograms. Our
unit encoder is based on the recent self-supervised model
HuBERT which learns speech representations by predicting
masked parts, similar to BERT [11]. Nevertheless, instead
of directly predicting the masked low-level acoustic features,
HuBERT treats clustered MFCC features or clustered inter-
mediate layer outputs as training targets. Specifically, the
continuous representations output from HuBERT are quan-
tized into discrete integer sequences by k-means clustering.
The discretion procedure can be described by the following
equations.

We denote a sequence of audio samples as x = (x1, ..., xT ),
where T is the length of an audio waveform. The audio sample
x is transformed into a sequence of continuous vectors by:

y = HuBERT (x) (1)

with y = (y1, ..., yL), where L<T . The continuous vector y is
often used for downstream tasks, e.g. ASR. The quantization
procedure can be performed by the k-means algorithm:
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z = K-means(y) (2)

with z = (z1, ..., zL) and zi ∈ {1, N}, where N is the number
of clusters. Furthermore, repeated integers in the adjacent
position are removed. We refer to such sequences z as “units”
and N as vocabulary size.

The unit encoder is comprised of three components in
tandem, as shown in Fig. 1. First, we extract continuous
speech representations with HuBERT2 which is pretrained on
the LibriSpeech [35] dataset. Then, a k-means algorithm is
utilized to cluster the continuous representations into discrete
units. Table I shows discrete units of a random utterance
after k-means clustering with a vocabulary size of 50, 100,
and 200 units. Last, the units are embedded into latent space
vectors by the U2V (unit2vector) module which is comprised
of three 1D-CNN layers and one bi-directional Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) layer. Our detailed configurations are
listed in Table II.

TABLE I
DISCRETE UNITS FOR THE UTTERANCE OF “I’M DAMN GOOD AT MY

JOB”, WHERE VS IS SHORT FOR VOCABULARY SIZE.

VS Units
50 0 2 15 20 18 0 8 3 27 28 7 46 7 37 20 49 47 45 4 43 31 3

28 27 28 46 37 49 45 41 19 0 31 26 47 35 44 27 40 43 4 7
44 49 25 47 45 0 8 3 46 20

100 71 39 67 54 57 86 68 16 18 66 27 57 31 45 64 53 38 16 50
18 66 78 90 69 90 35 53 9 85 53 73 74 2 50 24 58 32 64 1
66 27 21 98 87 24 17 24 61 24 61 43 16 20

200 14 131 161 42 11 117 110 145 5 155 53 93 156 13 30 156
89 86 144 50 28 113 25 53 93 66 156 146 178 91 58 187
69 127 163 70 177 106 145 108 184 13 156 195 171 98 28
16 26 97 83 155 79 92

B. Speaker Encoder and Prosody Encoder

The speaker encoder is based on the ECAPA-TDNN speaker
verification model [36], which is pretrained on the Vox-
Celeb2 [37] dataset and achieves state-of-the-art results with a
0.87% equal error rate. The ECAPA-TDNN model begins with
a Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) [38] layer, followed
by three SE-Res2Blocks. Each SE-Res2Block consists of 2
1D-CNN layers, a dilated Res2Net and a Squeeze-Excitation
(SE) block. Then a 1D-CNN combines outputs from the
three previous SE-Res2Blocks, followed by attentive statistics
pooling and a Fully Connected (FC) layer. The output vectors
with 192 dimensions from the last FC layer are used as
the speaker embeddings. In case the decoder directly learns
prosodic information from speaker embeddings, we input a
different audio belonging to the same speaker to the speaker
encoder during training.

We show the ECAPA-TDNN [36] details in Fig. 2, which
incorporates Squeeze-Excitation blocks [39] and multi-scale
Res2Net [40] features into the SE-Res2Block. We use the
ECAPA-TDNN pretrained on the VoxCeleb2 dataset as the
speaker encoder and the random initialized one as the
prosody encoder whose weights are updated by minimizing

2https://huggingface.co/facebook/hubert-base-ls960

TDNN Block

SE-Res2Block 1

Feature Aggregation

Attentive Statistic Pooling

Linear Transformation

SE-Res2Block 2

SE-Res2Block 3

Conv1D+ReLU+BN 

Conv1D+ReLU+BN 

Res2 Dilated Conv1D
+ ReLU+BN 

Conv1D+ReLU+BN 

SE-Block 

Conv1D+Tanh+ 
Conv1D+Softmax 

Conv1D+ReLU 

FC+BN 

Fig. 2. Architecture of ECAPA-TDNN, where SE is short for squeeze
excitation.

the mean square error between the generated and original mel-
spectrograms. The dilation factors used in the first three SE-
Res2Blocks are 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The channel size used
in the above three blocks is 1024 with a kernel size of 3.

The architecture of the prosody encoder is also based on
ECAPA-TDNN, which is the same as the speaker encoder,
but with random initialization. The prosody encoder is fed
with the same mel-spectrograms as the one used in the unit
encoder.

C. Decoder

Our decoder is similar to the one used in Tacotron2 [41].
The decoder reconstructs mel-spectrograms utilizing the out-
puts from the aforementioned three encoders. A location-aware
attention mechanism [42] is used to bridge the encoders and
the decoder. The decoder consists of one unidirectional LSTM
layer followed by one linear projection layer to map the
intermediate representations to the dimension of the mel-scale
filter bank. In addition, two FC layers (PreNet) are used to
embed the ground-truth mel-spectrograms into a latent space.

Table II shows the configuration of U2V, attention module,
and decoder. More details about the location-aware attention
mechanism can be found in the approach by Chorowski et al.
[42] and LipSound2 [43].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the setup and datasets used
for the pretraining Prosody2Vec. We conduct comprehensive
assessments and report results for SER and EVC experiments.

A. Datasets

We use spontaneous and emotional speech datasets, i.e.
LRS3-TED [44], MSP-PODCAST [45], MSP-IMPROV [46]
and, OMG [47] datasets, to pretrain the proposed model, then
fine-tune it on IEMOCAP [48] and ESD [49] datasets to
perform SER and EVC experiments respectively. The statistics
of all datasets used in this paper are shown in Table III.
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TABLE II
CONFIGURATION OF U2V, ATTENTION AND DECODER OF PROSODY2VEC.

Layer Kernel Stride Padding Channels/Nodes

U2V
Conv1D 1 5 1 2 512
Conv1D 2 5 1 2 512
Conv1D 3 5 1 2 512
BiLSTM - - - 256

Attention
Attention LSTM - - - 1408

Query FC - - - 128
Memory FC - - - 128

Location Conv1D 31 1 15 32
Location FC - - - 128
Weight FC - - - 1

Decoder
PreNet FC 1 - - - 256
PreNet FC 2 - - - 256

Decoder LSTM - - - 1024
Linear Projection FC - - - 80

• LRS3-TED [44]: an audio-visual dataset collected from
TED and TEDx talks with spontaneous speech and var-
ious speaking styles and emotions. It is comprised of
over 400 hours of video by more than 5000 speakers
and contains an extensive vocabulary.

• MSP-PODCAST [45]: a large real-scenario dataset in-
cluding extensive emotional speech from podcast record-
ings. It contains speech about various topics, such as
movies, politics, and sports.

• MSP-IMPROV [46]: a multimodal dataset recorded in
spontaneous dyadic interactions in which the emotions
are evoked by an elicitation scheme.

• OMG [47]: an audio-visual dataset collected from
YouTube with restricted keywords, for instance, “mono-
logue”. The dataset allows the exploration of the long-
term emotional behavior categorization by using contex-
tual information.

• IEMOCAP [48]: a multimodal dataset recorded with
elicited emotions by 10 actors in a fictitious scenario.
The dataset provides audio and visual modalities, and
motion information on the head, face, and hands during
communication.

• ESD [49]: an audio dataset with parallel emotional
speech, in which actors are required to act 5 different
emotions with the same text content.

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF ALL CORPORA USED IN THIS PAPER. SPK: SPEAKERS. UTT:

UTTERANCES.

Dataset #Spk. #Utt. #hours Usage
LRS3-TED 5090 151k 437

Prosody2Vec
pretraining

MSP-PODCAST 1285 62k 100
MSP-IMPROV 12 8k 9.5

OMG ∼500 ∼7.4k 15
IEMOCAP 10 10k 12.5 SER

ESD 20 35k 29 EVC

B. Prosody2Vec Pretraining

We merge the LRS3-TED, MSP-PODCAST, MSP-
IMPROV, and OMG datasets for pretraining. 500 randomly
selected samples from the above datasets are utilized for vali-
dation. We augment training data by perturbing speed with the
factors of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1. Furthermore, SpecAugment [50]
with two frequency masks (maximum width of 50) is utilized
on the fly during training. In addition, gradient clipping with a
threshold of 1.0, early stopping, and scheduled sampling [51]
are adopted to avoid overfitting. The Prosody2Vec model is
pretrained with a batch size of 30 and 3000 warm-up steps.
We use the Adam optimizer [52] and the cosine Learning
Rate (LR) decay strategy with an initial value of 1e-3. The
experiments are conducted on two 32G memory NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs in parallel. We pretrain three models with a
vocabulary size of 50, 100, and 200 units to explore the effect
of quantization. The entire pretraining procedure takes around
three weeks for each model.

We extract the magnitude using the Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) with 1024 frequency bins and a 64ms
window size with a 16ms stride. The mel-scale spectrograms
are obtained by applying an 80-channel mel filter bank to the
magnitude. The model is optimized with Mean Squared Error
(MSE) loss to minimize the distance between the generated
and original mel-spectrograms.

C. Experiments of Speech Emotion Recognition

1) Experimental Setups: The SER experiments are con-
ducted on the widely used IEMOCAP dataset. We merge
“happy” and “excited” into the category of “happy” to balance
each class. Finally, 5531 utterances are used for training and
testing, which include four emotions, i.e. angry, sad, happy,
and neutral. The dataset is comprised of five sessions with
two speakers in each session. We conduct SER experiments
with the following two settings to provide a comprehensive
comparison with previous work [53]:

• Leave-one-session-out is performed with 5-fold cross-
validation. In each round, one session is used for testing
and another random session is used as a validation set.
The remaining three sessions are treated as the training
set.

• Leave-one-speaker-out means using one speaker for
testing in one session and the other speaker in the same
session is utilized for validation. Therefore, 10-fold cross-
validation is performed.

We fine-tune the pretrained prosody encoder with one
additional FC layer to perform emotion classification, in which
LRs of 1e-4 and 5e-4 are used for the pretrained prosody
encoder and for the last FC layer respectively.

2) Evaluation Metrics: We utilize the following two met-
rics to assess the Prosody2Vec performance on SER tasks.

• Weighted Accuracy (WA): the accuracy of all utterances
in the test set.

WA =

∑M
i=1 Ui

N
(3)
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TABLE IV
WEIGHTED ACCURACY (WA↑) OF SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION WITH LEAVE-ONE-SESSION-OUT SETTINGS. NOTE: RESULTS OF

PROSODY2VEC, WAV2VEC2, AND HUBERT LISTED IN THE TABLE ARE FINE-TUNED ON THE IEMOCAP DATASET, WHERE THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SINGLE AND FUSION IS WHETHER IT IS COMBINED WITH PROSODY2VEC. MODEL FUSION IS PERFORMED BY

VECTOR CONCATENATION BEFORE USED FOR CLASSIFICATION BY THE LAST FC LAYER.

Vocabulary Size FBANK Prosody2Vec
Wav2Vec2 Base Wav2Vec2 Large HuBERT Base HuBERT Large
Single Fusion Single Fusion Single Fusion Single Fusion

50
55.67

63.24
66.62

67.12
69.24

70.27
66.88

67.10
70.44

70.88
100 63.40 67.56 70.57 69.03 71.54
200 64.10 69.14 71.21 69.40 72.42

• Unweighted Accuracy (UA): the average accuracy of
each emotion class.

UA =

∑M
i=1 Ui/Ti

M
(4)

where M and N represent the number of emotion classes and
the total number of utterances in the test set respectively. Ui

denotes the number of utterances with a correct prediction of
the emotion class i and Ti is the total number of utterances
of emotion class i.

3) Experimental Results of Speech Emotion Recognition:
We compare the performance of using only acoustic FBANK
features, only our pretrained Prosody2Vec, and only pretrained
speech representation models, i.e. Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT,
where the base and large models are trained on 960h Lib-
riSpeech and 60kh Libri-light [54] respectively. In addition,
we also report the results of combining Prosody2Vec with
Wav2Vec2 or HuBERT. As shown in Table IV, Prosody2Vec
surpasses the baseline model using FBANK features but is
not as good as Wav2Vec2 or HuBERT. One reason is that
Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT are trained with larger datasets, 960h
or 60kh, whereas our model is trained on only 460h of
speech data. Another potential reason is that the representa-
tions captured by the prosody encoder are more related to
prosodic variations. In comparison to prosody information,
semantic content learned by Wav2Vec2 or HuBERT is im-
portant for emotion recognition as well, which is also found
in psychology [55]. Further improvement can be obtained
when combining Prosody2Vec with Wav2Vec2 or HuBERT.
Moreover, it seems that a bigger vocabulary size equals better
performance. Hence, we only report the results of vocabulary
size 200 in the rest of the paper.

We compare our model performance with supervised
methods, i.e. CNN-ELM+STC attention, Auido25 [56],
co-attention-based fusion [57], IS09-classification [58],
TCN+self-attention w/AT [59] and self-supervised methods,
i.e. Wav2Vec [60], modified-CPC [61], DeCoAR [62],
Data2Vec [63] and WavLM [10]. We present the leave-
one-session-out results in Table V. Prosody2Vec achieves
competitive results with some supervised models and is
superior to the state-of-the-art model Wav2LM when fused
with HuBERT-Large, since Prosody2Vec captures more
efficient long-term variances on prosody.

As shown in Table VI, we compare our model with previous
work using leave-one-speaker-out settings. The results of WA
and UA further verify that Prosody2Vec is complementary

TABLE V
RESULTS OF SER ON THE IEMOCAP DATASET WITH 5-FOLD

CROSS-VALIDATION AND LEAVE-ONE-SESSION-OUT SETTINGS.

Methods WA UA
Supervised Methods

CNN-ELM+STC attention [64] 61.32 60.43
Audio25 [56] 60.64 61.32

IS09-classification [58] 68.10 63.80
Co-attention-based fusion [57] 69.80 71.05
TCN+self-attention w/AT [59] 65.00 66.10

Unsupervised/Self-supervised Methods
Wav2Vec [60] 59.79 -

modified-CPC [61] 60.96 -
DeCoAR 2.0 [62] 62.47 -

Data2Vec Base [63] 66.27 -
Data2Vec Large [63] 66.31 -
WavLM Base [10] 68.65 -
WavLM Large [10] 70.62 -

Our Methods
Prosody2Vec 64.10 65.32

Prosody2Vec + HuBERT Large 72.42 73.25

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF SER ON THE IEMOCAP DATASET WITH 10-FOLD
CROSS-VALIDATION AND LEAVE-ONE-SPEAKER-OUT SETTINGS.

Methods WA UA
CNN+BLSTM [65] 60.49 61.76

LSTM-CTC [66] 64.20 65.70
CNN+ELM [67] 66.09 66.52

Attention-BLSTM-CTC [3] 69.00 67.00
HNSD [68] 70.50 72.50

Attention pooling [4] 71.75 68.06
TFCNN+DenseCap+ELM [69] 70.34 70.78

CNN+GRU+SeqCap [70] 72.73 59.71
Our Methods

Prosody2Vec 66.03 66.57
Prosody2Vec + HuBERT Large 73.74 73.93

and beneficial for the performance in widely used speech
pretraining models.

D. Experiments of Emotional Voice Conversion

1) Experimental Setups: We follow the setups used in
Emovox [34] and conduct emotion conversion with the fol-
lowing three conditions, neutral to angry, neutral to happy,
and neutral to sad. The standard split of the dataset is utilized.
It is worth noting that, in contrast to previous work that trains
the model only on one male speaker (003), e.g. Emovox, we
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*p<0.05 *p<0.05 *p<0.05

Fig. 3. Subjective evaluation on emotion similarity, where X is the original audio or the audio generated by the EVC models listed in the x-axis.
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Fig. 4. The confusion matrices of human recognition on the converted audio by different methods. X-axis: classified labels. Y-axis: actual labels.

TABLE VII
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF EMOTIONAL VOICE CONVERSION WITH THE METRIC OF MCD AND F0-RMSE

Model CycleGAN-EVC [31] StarGAN-EVC [32] Seq2Seq-EVC [33] Emovox [34] Prosody2Vec (Ours)
MCD (dB) ↓ 7.67 8.06 7.89 6.38 6.81

F0-RMSE (Hz) ↓ 52.54 56.22 55.51 52.23 53.31

perform multi-speaker EVC in one model. After fine-tuning on
the ESD dataset with a fixed LR of 1e-5, emotion conversion
can be performed by directly replacing the input audio with
expected emotions for the prosody encoder.

2) Evaluation Metrics: The Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
is utilized to subjectively evaluate the similarity between the
generated and original audio. In addition, we use two objective
metrics to measure the converted speech quality, i.e. Mel-
cepstral distortion (MCD) and Root Mean Squared Error for
F0 (F0-RMSE).

• MOS is a subjective metric evaluated by the human
auditory sense. For a fair comparison, the audio selection
is according to the samples provided by Emovox3. The
MOS results are evaluated by 14 subjects consisting of
6 females and 8 males with ages ranging from 23 to
34 years. During testing, all 14 subjects are assigned to
listen to the original audio first, followed again by the
original or a generated one. Then the subjects rate the
emotional similarity of the two audios with an opinion
score in the range of −2 to +2 (−2: absolutely different,
−1: different, 0: cannot tell, +1: similar, +2: absolutely
similar).

3https://kunzhou9646.github.io/Emovox demo/

• MCD is adopted to quantify the distortion between two
mel-scale cepstral features objectively, and smaller values
equal better performance.

MCD = (10/ ln 10)

√√√√2

24∑
i=1

(M t
i −M c

i )
2 (5)

where M t
i is the mel-cepstral of target emotion and M c

i

is the mel-cepstral of converted audio by Prosody2Vec.
• F0-RMSE is utilized to evaluate the distortion of fre-

quency contour objectively.

F0-RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

N∑
i=1

(F t
i − F c

i )
2 (6)

where F t
i and F t

c represent the F0 of target emotions
and converted audio respectively. It is worth noting that
we calculate the F0 values of the entire utterance, which
includes both voiced and unvoiced regions since unvoiced
segments can convey emotions as well.

3) Subjective Results of EVC: We compare our method
with four baseline models, i.e. CycleGAN-EVC [31],
StarGAN-EVC [32], Seq2Seq-EVC [33], and Emovox. Fig. 3
shows the results of MOS regarding emotion similarity. The
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Mel-spectrograms and F0 contours generated by different methods for angry emotion conversion.

subjects can obviously discriminate the original emotional
speech and neutral emotion with a minus score of around −1,
as shown in the first bar in each subfigure. In addition, it is also
easy to recognize the original emotional pairs with a score of
around 2, as shown in the last bars. Moreover, Prosody2Vec
obtains higher scores than baselines, which reveals that our
method can smoothly transfer emotional prosody into source
audio.

To further assess the model performance, we also ask the
subjects to recognize the emotion type from a given set
(neural, happy, sad, and angry) during subjective testing. Fig. 4
presents the confusion matrices for each method, the darker
the color, the higher the accuracy. Prosody2Vec outperforms
the four baseline models with a higher accuracy in all three
conversion cases.

4) Objective Results of EVC: As shown in Table VII,
Emovox achieves the best results in both metrics. Prosody2Vec
performs slightly worse than Emovox. By comparing the
converted audio with the target ones, we found that although
our generated audio sounds more emotional, it usually has a
different duration and expresses stresses on different syllables

or words from the original audio. However, the MCD and F0-
RMSE metrics are calculated frame by frame, which leads to
a slightly worse objective result by our method.

We visualize one sample for each emotion class with mel-
spectrograms and F0 contours, where we transfer the expected
emotional prosody from the reference prosody, as shown in
Fig. 5. Our method generates rich variations in formants and
F0 contours in comparison to the baselines.

V. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have shown that our proposed Prosody2Vec can capture
utterance-level prosody information, which significantly boosts
the performance of SER and EVC tasks. In this section,
we discuss some potential applications of our model on
cross-lingual EVC and speaking, emotional, and singing style
transfer, as shown in Fig. 6. Cross-lingual EVC transfers
an emotional style from a different language to the source
language. Speaking style transfer intends to change prosodic
attributes, for instance, stress position and intensity level in the
generated audio, while keeping the emotion type unchanged.
Emotional style transfer aims to convert one emotion to a
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Fig. 6. Overview of five generation tasks presented in this paper when changing the inputs of the prosody encoder and the unit encoder.
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Fig. 7. Cross-lingual emotional voice conversion (German to English). For a
convenient comparison on rhythm and tempo, we pad short sequences to the
length of original audio.

different one, for example, angry to happy. Singing style
transfer refers to transforming speaking prosody into a given
melody. It is worth noting that the tasks presented in this
section are conducted without any fine-tuning with task-related
datasets. Moreover, we conclude by discussing the benefits and
limitations of Prosody2Vec.

A. Cross-lingual Emotional Voice Conversion

We found that Prosody2Vec can perform zero-shot cross-
lingual emotional style transfer. As shown in Fig. 7, we convert
an English neutral utterance into another emotion (angry) by
transferring the prosodic information from a German refer-
ence. We only use English data for pretraining and the model
never sees any German speech.

Compared to the original English neutral audio, the given
German reference is uttered with a relatively fast tempo. As
we can see in the second picture of Fig. 7, Prosody2Vec
successfully transfers the tight rhythm in an unseen German
reference into the English utterance but keeps semantic content
invariant. The middle short pause in the original audio is even
removed to perform a rapid tempo.
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Fig. 8. Speaking style transfer for the utterance of “You know, it’s a pity
you didn’t have any more brandy. It would have made you just a little less
disagreeable”.

B. Speaking Style Transfer

When feeding a reference with a given emotion type into
the unit encoder, we found that the model generates emotional
audio with different stress positions or intonations. In addition,
a different emotional intensity can arise through conversion.
We compare the original and generated mel-spectrograms in
Fig. 8, in which some differences on stress to demonstrate
the transferred styles are highlighted with red boxes. This
application can be used to augment emotional speech to
mitigate class imbalance and data scarcity problems in the
SER task.

C. Emotional Style Transfer

Inspired by the fact that humans can easily manipulate emo-
tion expressions while not altering the semantic content [71],
here we show that emotion expressions are independent of
semantics from a signal processing perspective. As shown in
Fig. 9, the original utterance “Why is this egg not broken?”
is uttered with angry emotion. We can smoothly convert
the source audio to happy or sad emotions while retaining
semantic information.
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Fig. 9. Samples of converting angry emotion to happy and sad ones.

D. Singing Style Transfer

We visualize the pitch with Parselmouth4 in each mel-
spectrogram since the spoken intonation and the musical
melody are highly related to pitch variance. From Fig. 10
we can see when feeding a singing voice to the prosody
encoder, Prosody2Vec can successfully transfer the melody in
the given reference into the source utterance, which suggests
that Prosody2Vec can be used for music synthesis or style
conversion.

E. Discussion

The style transfer tasks shown above further reveal that our
proposed model successfully disentangles prosodic informa-
tion which is independent of semantic content and robust to
unseen styles and languages. We highly recommend listening
to the audio samples on our demo website5.

However, we found that the speech quality for emotion
conversion is damaged sometimes. For example, the distortions
around 2000Hz in the second picture of Fig. 10. The generated
distortions will have a noticeable effect during listening. This
is mainly because, during training, the model always receives
inputs belonging to the same speaker. It is difficult for the
model to only focus on prosodic information when directly
replacing the prosody encoder input with a different speaker
since the model has never seen such combinations during
training.

Moreover, a surprising finding is that when we randomly
replace a few unit values with random numbers or remove
a few k-means clustering units in the input sequences, the
quality or semantics of the generated audio are only slightly
influenced, which reveals that the discrete units are very
robust compared to the text sequences transcribed by ASR
systems. Hence, it is worth further exploring our system under

4https://parselmouth.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
5https://leyuanqu.github.io/Prosody2Vec
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Fig. 10. Transferring the melody from a singing voice to a spoken utterance,
where pitch is marked in white color.

more challenging conditions, such as speech with noise or
reverberation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose Prosody2Vec to learn emotional
prosody representations from speech, which consists of three
encoders: a unit encoder to transform speech signals into
discrete units, a speaker encoder to provide speaker iden-
tity information, a prosody encoder to extract utterance-level
representations, and a TTS-based decoder to reconstruct mel-
spectrograms by relying on the aforementioned three informa-
tion flows. Only the weights of the prosody encoder and the
decoder are trainable in order to force the prosody encoder
to capture prosodic changes when minimizing the distance
between generated and original speech signals. Prosody2Vec
relies neither on paired audio nor on any emotion or prosody
labels. The experimental results on SER and EVC reveal that
the Prosody2Vec structure learns efficient prosodic features
which achieve considerable improvements compared to the
state-of-the-art models for emotion classification and emotion
transfer.

The current model is trained only for English which is a
non-tonal language. It is worth verifying our methods on some
tonal languages, e.g. Mandarin and Thai. Furthermore, since
emotional expressions are highly influenced by languages and
cultures, it would be interesting to investigate the prosodic
patterns and mechanisms across languages. One major reason
limiting the performance of modern SER systems is the lack
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of large-scale and high-quality emotional corpora. Augmenting
emotional speech data using Prosody2Vec with EVC would be
a promising approach.
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